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POWER IN PROPHETICS 
 

October 28, 2013 

For the World Church Body of King Jesus 

 

The Great Way says— 

 

This message is the deepest will way given this far to My servant to speak into the way of all 

earthly details. Messages take shape into the natural way at certain time frames. Will prophets 

ever be respected in My Body? Will prophets hear that they must only speak what I will give 

them? Will they truly learn that no human must have a way for leading over the Great Way’s 

will? Now with the prophets these days: many have surely been trained by those who do not 

know of prophet details, and since there is no true knowledge on prophet details, most move in 

being prophets as if they are pastors or evangelists. Prophets should learn the will of being a 

prophet in training, not by title only. A person may walk in that office, but no training is given. A 

person may have a certain title, yet they lack the preparation to earn it and to be a great influence 

in Kingdom living. Churches must look at dealing with prophets in a different way than with any 

of the office gifts given in Christ King Jesus. How can a church way learn the will of the Great 

King if the people have a will to ignore prophets? Some would say they use pastors for that 

detail, but surely, a pastor is to be a shepherd over the flock in the church detail. Prophets will 

not be the only way for hearing God pass His will from the unseen to natural details. But surely, 

a true prophet should have a certain level of authority that can give certain changes into the will 

in the way a church drinks the King’s will. They should have a certain authority that others do 

not carry, yet most churches would say there is no need for prophets. If there is no need for 

prophets, should there be a need for pastors leading church details? Here is where people will say 

it’s truly not the same way—to view both as needed equipping ways given by Christ Himself, 

but prophets have a great detail in authority as the pastor works with that prophet that God sends 

in that house way. You must truly see it—the need for mouthpieces. Powerful changes can have 

a way for leading in your church detail as you release it into your church way. What is truly 

given is to show a major lack in church details. Then there are other church details that prostitute 

God’s talents and use them to gain a following in natural details. How can God give truly major 
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powerful changes in church details when churches look to other humans for power? Doesn’t it 

seem as if there would be a spiritual clog when prophetics is turned off for various reasons? But 

there is still a lamp of the Great Way burning, to speak His will into earthly details; for the Spirit 

of the Great Way is moving in the earth way, looking for those who are truly faithful in serving 

King Jesus. Power is in the form of servitude, where one would submit in their way to be used in 

any way the Great Way wills. People expect power but only in the way that would suit their 

need. Truly drink the Spirit way in the powerful surgings in the will in the Great Way. Truly look 

with spiritual ways in the Great Holy Spirit. Look and see a spiritual shift that is moving in the 

earth way. Change is moving to come and overtake you in powerful surgings in the Great Way. 

Give your way to fully serve King Jesus. Give your way to look with spiritual planning in what 

the Great Way wills. There is much power available, but why is the church way moving in great 

need in this detail? What is broken? What must be shifted? It is easy to speak of the natural 

details, to say, people need to give more or help more or lend more or donate their offering in 

serving King Jesus. But with this begging, pleading will, is any change moving? What must truly 

be moved on in church details? Will it take a better playing field, where a church way has a 

better sound system? What of the will in using talent without a moving in having the Great 

Way’s Spirit? What of using leaders that have charisma but a worldly view? Powerful changes 

can happen, but what price can begin to cover your way? How much service in various ministries 

will it take for you to see a change in your spirit? What if the need is to listen, then to obey—not 

to serve, and then hope it’s a good fit? Gather your way in being a people-pleaser. Shake off the 

old. Dress in righteousness, as powerful changes are power-based in Christ the Great King. Look 

at serving King Jesus as the most important duty ever given. Look at how the people need a true 

change, but let the Great Way have the final say in how the change takes a moving in your 

church way. It is now time to take the focus from performers and have a true worship way to 

shift the various atmospheres in church buildings. It is time to worship God in spirit and in truth. 

Most people have no way to learn a spiritual plan in church details, for many church leaders have 

no spiritual training. Many have book wisdom. Many know a few Scriptures. Many have had a 

person tell them what is needed to make a church grow. But what about casting out demons? 

What church is moving in training their lay leaders this detail? Some are, but would the power 

way in Christ be given to each in His great will, to do a greater work than what He did? Yes, a 

great Power Way is here, but most are afraid to offend any in their church way. Some move in 
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being against speaking in tongues. Some move in being afraid to get a worldly way of looking in 

their church way. Some are afraid to mix the races in their church details. Some are afraid they 

will hear false messages that have a way to be from demons. It is good to discern with the plan of 

having the Great Way lead you in each detail. But your way should not move in closing off a will 

way to give power way to hearing the Great Way speak. It is very important to drink from the 

Great Way in each detail. Learning spiritual details is not done in natural ways.  
 

 


